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Introduction: time-frequency travel

Keeping ultrashort pulses ultrashort

Self-phase modulation – the enemy within

Mirror mirror

Producing circularly polarized pulses – a perfect circle

Focus
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 The spectral width of a light source defines its coherence time 
(coherence = ability to produce interferences)

Measurement: linear (field) autocorrelation = Fourier transform spectroscopy

Fourier Transform

spectrum

Time and spectrum
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 The spectral width of a light source defines its coherence time 
(coherence = ability to produce interferences)

Measurement: linear (field) autocorrelation = Fourier transform spectroscopy

An ultrashort light pulse necessarily has an ultrashort coherence time, and thus a broad spectrum
This is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition

Solar spectrum

The temporal profile is obtained by FT the complex spectrum

1 fs pulses ?
NO

Fourier Transform

spectrum

Fourier Transform

Time and spectrum
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Definitions :

Real Gaussian function Full Witdh at Half Maximum

FWHM

Fourier transform
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Effect of a linear phase

Definitions :

Group delay

Real Gaussian function Full Witdh at Half Maximum

FWHM

→ temporal shift

Linear spectral phase wt
0
→ group delay t

g
=t

0

Fourier transform

*
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Fourier transform
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Constant spectral phase
Shortest pulse
= Fourier Limit

Cubic spectral phase :  
Non gaussian pulse, asymetric, with pre or post pulses
(temporal interference 
of the red and blue wings of the spectrum)

Random spectral phase :
No ultrashort pulse

Quadratic spectral phase :
Gaussian pulse, but stretched
The group delay varies linearly with frequency

(and the instantaneous frequency varies linearly in time)
→ linear chirp

Fourier transform of a Gaussian

Cubic spectral phase :  
Non gaussian pulse, asymetric, with pre or post pulses
(temporal interference 
of the red and blue wings of the spectrum)

Random spectral phase :
No ultrashort pulse
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Time-frequency representations

A Fourier-limited Gaussian narrowband pulse and a chirped broadband Gaussian pulse 
can have the same intensity profile. 

The temporal/spectral phase may not be the most intuitive representation 

 → Time frequency distributions: spectrogram

Goal: resolve temporally the evolution of the spectrum of a signal

 → Principle of the music score

Time-frequency representations are common in acoustics
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Time-frequency representations

Time

Frequency (Hz)

Time

A sonogram using Sonic Visualiser 
Track: Ultra Heat Treated, by Slugabed

Signal
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Time-frequency representations

Time

Frequency (Hz)

Time

Signal
Cut a temporal slice of the signal
Fourier transform it to obtain the spectrum

A sonogram using Sonic Visualiser 
Track: Ultra Heat Treated, by Slugabed
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Time-frequency representations

Time

Time

Cut a temporal slice of the signal
Fourier transform it to obtain the spectrum

Frequency (Hz)

A sonogram using Sonic Visualiser 
Track: Ultra Heat Treated, by Slugabed
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Time-frequency representations

Time

Frequency (Hz)

Time

Move the center of the temporal window
→ Get a spectrum as a function of time

A sonogram using Sonic Visualiser 
Track: Ultra Heat Treated, by Slugabed
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Time-frequency representations

Time

Frequency (Hz)

Time

Crucial parameter: duration of the window

Long temporal window → Good spectral resolution but bad temporal resolution

A sonogram using Sonic Visualiser 
Track: Ultra Heat Treated, by Slugabed
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Time-frequency representations

Time

Frequency (Hz)

Time

Crucial parameter: duration of the window

Long temporal window → Good spectral resolution but bad temporal resolution
Short temporal window → Good temporal resolution but bad spectral resolution

A sonogram using Sonic Visualiser 
Track: Ultra Heat Treated, by Slugabed
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Time-frequency representations

Time

Frequency (Hz)

Time

Crucial parameter: duration of the window

Long temporal window → Good spectral resolution but bad temporal resolution
Short temporal window → Good temporal resolution but bad spectral resolution
Optimal window → Reveals the temporal evolution of the spectrum

A sonogram using Sonic Visualiser 
Track: Ultra Heat Treated, by Slugabed
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Time-frequency representations

Time

Frequency (Hz)

Time

Crucial parameter: duration of the window

Long temporal window → Good spectral resolution but bad temporal resolution
Short temporal window → Good temporal resolution but bad spectral resolution
Optimal window → Reveals the temporal evolution of the spectrum

Electronic Voice
(tunable 

harmonics)

Electronic

A sonogram using Sonic Visualiser 
Track: Ultra Heat Treated, by Slugabed
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Time-frequency representations of femtosecond pulses

Gabor Analysis: building a spectrogram

Example: Spectrogram of two delayed Fourier Limited pulses

Define Gaussian gate function G
Calculate the spectrum of the gated signal
Slide the gate
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Time-frequency representations of femtosecond pulses

Wigner distribution

Marginals: 

Interference
Between 
pulses
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Time-frequency representations of femtosecond pulses
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Time-frequency representations of femtosecond pulses
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Introduction: time-frequency travel

Keeping ultrashort pulses ultrashort

Self-phase modulation – the enemy within

Mirror mirror

Producing circularly polarized pulses – a perfect circle

Focus
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A typical femtosecond experimental setup

Propagation in various media (air, glass...)
Reflections on mirrors
Polarization manipulation
Focusing by lenses, mirrors
Entrance windows to vacuum chambers

 → All of this can bring trouble, in particular stretch your pulses

This is an issue if:
- you need time resolution
- you need high intensity to drive extreme processes
- you need high intensity for multiphoton microscopy
- you simply want ultrashort pulses to remain ultrashort 
because it’s so satisfying (and you paid for that).
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Dispersion

Dispersion  group velocity dispersion→
The different frequency components travel at different speeds
Effect on fs pulse? 

 → Get the dispersion formula n(w)
and calculate the accumulated spectral phase :

over propagation distance l

Derivative of the spectral phase = group delay

Linear spectral phase: constant group delay

Quadratic spectral phase: group delay dispersion (GDD, fs²) 
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Propagation in air

E
in
(t)  →  E

in
(w)  → E

out
(w)=E

in
(w) exp(ij(w))  →  E

out
(t)
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Propagation in air
After 100 m300 fs pulse at 1030 nm from Yb amplifier
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Propagation in air

25 fs pulse at 800 nm from Ti:Sa amplifier After 100 m
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Propagation in air

5 fs pulse at 700 nm from postcompressed Ti:Sa amplifier After 1m
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Propagation in fused silica
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Propagation in fused silica

E
in
(t)  →  E

in
(w)  → E

out
(w)=E

in
(w) exp(ij(w))  →  E

out
(t)
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Propagation in fused silica
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Propagation in fused silica

300 fs 
1030nm
Up to 10cm 

25 fs 
800nm
Up to 5mm 

5 fs 
700nm
Up to 0.5mm 

Mostly linear spreading of the frequency components in time
 → Linear chirp, quadratic phase

Can be compensated by introducing an opposite quadratic phase in the laser
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Dispersion compensation

E
in
(t)  →  E

in
(w)  → E

out
(w)=E

in
(w) exp(ij(w))  →  E

out
(t)

E
comp

(w) =E
out

(t) exp(-i a (w-w
0
)²) →  E

comp
(t)

a=quadratic spectral phase coefficient 
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Dispersion compensation

Small residual deviation from Fourier Limit: higher order spectral phase, 
uncompensated in the compressor

25 fs , 800nm, 1cm of SiO2 
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Dispersion compensation
5 fs , 700nm, 5mm of SiO2 

Clear signature of third order spectral phase
 → For very short pulses, we need better compensation
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Multilayer dielectric coatings
Designed to optimize broadband reflectivity and introduce a well controlled Group Delay Dispersion
Chirped mirrors compensating the dispersion of fused silica can be bought

Chirped mirrors
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Chirped mirrors

Good average dispersion compensation

Oscillations in the GDD  Will create replicas in the temporal profile of the beam. This is bad.→
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Chirped mirrors

Good average dispersion compensation
Oscillations in the GDD  Will create replicas in the temporal profile of the beam. This is bad.→
Avoided by matching two mirrors (different designs or different angles of incidence)  
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Chirped mirrors

Good average dispersion compensation
Oscillations in the GDD  Will create replicas in the temporal profile of the beam. This is bad.→
Avoided by matching two mirrors (different designs or different angles of incidence)  
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Introduction: time-frequency travel

Keeping ultrashort pulses ultrashort

Self-phase modulation – the enemy within

Mirror mirror

Producing circularly polarized pulses – a perfect circle

Focus
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Propagating intense femtosecond pulses

High intensity  Non-linear dispersion→

Kerr effect: the refractive index is modulated by the laser intensity: 

Already seen in Adeline’s talk: Kerr lens modelocking – spatial effect

Already seen in Clara’s talk: spectral/temporal effect

n(x,y,z,t)=n
0
+n

2
.I(x,y,z,t) 
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Self phase modulation

What is the effect of a Gaussian phase on a Gaussian pulse?

E
in
(t)  →  E

out
(t)=E

in
(t) exp(i s I

in
(t) )  → E

out
(w)

s = magnitude factor of the SPM
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Self phase modulation

What is the effect of a Gaussian phase on a Gaussian pulse?

Parabolic approximation  quadratic temporal phase  spectral broadening → →
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Self phase modulation

What is the effect of a Gaussian phase on a Gaussian pulse?

Parabolic approximation  quadratic temporal phase  spectral broadening → →

Strong SPM: fringes appear in the spectrum

The same frequency appears at two delays
→ Spectral interference
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When does SPM become a problem?

Depends on the laser intensity
Energy per pulse, pulse duration, beam diameter

Is accumulated along the whole beam path
Air, glass windows, waveplates, lenses…

Can be avoided 
- by increasing the beam diameter
- by shortening the optical path and avoiding transmissions
- by stretching the pulses to propagate them, and compress them as late as possible

( for instance in postcompression, do the final compression under vacuum to avoid SPM in windows)

SPM depends x,y,z,t  inhomogeneities in the beam→
The spectrum depends on position
The spectral phase depends on position

 → The dispersion affects differently the various parts of the beam
 → The temporal profile becomes inhomogeneous

+ spatial phase  focusing→

= Accumulated non-linear phase shift
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When does SPM become a problem?

http://toolbox.lightcon.com/tools/

A few examples: 
- Yb:fiber laser, waist=2mm, 300 fs, 500mJ 

 → I
max

=0,44 GW/cm²   B=5 in 7m of SiO2→

- Ti:Sa laser, waist=20mm, 25 fs, 10 mJ 
 → I

max
=240 GW/cm²  B=5 in 10 mm of SiO2→

- Postcompressed pulse, waist = 10 mm, 5fs, 3mJ 
 → I

max
=1350 GW/cm²  B=5 in 1.7 mm of SiO2→
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SPM induces spectral broadening  reduces the Fourier Limit duration that can be reached→
Can we compensate the spectral phase? 
Parabolic approximation of the phase  can be compensated by opposite second order phase→
How can we introduce a negative chirp? 

Mid Infrared: use negative GVD (eg in fused silica)
UV-Vis-IR: use chirped mirrors

Using SPM to compress fs pulses
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Chirped mirrors

-175 fs² / bounce. How does it compare with the phase introduced by SPM?
 → Let’s introduce a negative chirp to compensate the quadratic phase of our SPModulated pulse
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Using SPM to compress fs pulses

Introduce a quadratic spectral phase to compensate for the positive chirp of the pulses

E
in
(t)  →  E

out
(t)=E

in
(t) exp(i s I

in
(t) )  → E

out
(w)

E
comp

(w) =E
out

(w) exp(i a (w-w
0
)²) →  E

comp
(t)
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Using SPM to compress fs pulses

Increasing quadratic phase compensation

Note: 
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Postcompression in a bulk plate

Dielectrics: negative GVD at 3.2 mm, but low n2:

Semiconductors: positive GVD at 3.2 mm, high n2 

Why using two plates (Si and YAG)?

Negative GDD
at 3.2 mm

SPM occurs here
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Temporal characterization (see next course)Spectral measurements

Efficient postcompression scheme
Inherent spatial inhomogeneity 
due to the intensity distribution in the plate?
Can be mitigated by using mutiple plates

Postcompression in a bulk plate
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Postcompression in bulk plates – more references
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Postcompression in a hollow core fiber

Propagation in hollow-core fiber : homogeneous effect of SPM
Handwaving: Propagation mixes the different parts of the beam, leading to homogeneity

Nonlinear medium? Rare gas introduced at controlled pressure, ~ changing medium optical thickness

Recompression: 
Set of chirped mirrors. 18 bounces  -1000 fs²→
Additional silica plates  fine tune the dispersion, adding positive GDD. →
Optimal dispersion: -850fs²
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Postcompression in a hollow core fiber

Temporal characterization (see next course)Spectral measurements

Efficient postcompression scheme: 15fs, 20mJ, 500kHz (10W)
Some losses due to coupling to higher order modes 
in the capillary. Transmission = 78%

20 mJ/pulse
10W average power
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Postcompression in a hollow core fiber – more references

3.4 fs
5mJ
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Postcompression in a multipass cell

Propagation in cavity : homogeneous effect of SPM
Handwaving: inhomogeneities washed out by mode propagation in the cavity
34 roundtrips. Total distance 20 m

Nonlinear medium? 

Recompression: 
Gires Tournoi Interferometer mirrors  -250 fs² per bounce + -100fs² per bounce→
Optimal dispersion: -3100fs²

What about spatial homogeneity of the beam?
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Postcompression in a multipass cell

Overlap integral of the spectrum at location
With the spectrum at center
>90% wherever intensity>10%

Good spatial homogeneity of the spectrum
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Postcompression in a multipass cell – more references

8 m
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Recap on postcompression

HC-PCF: Hollow Core Photonic Crystal Fiber
HCF: Hollow Core Fiber
SF-HCF: Stretched Hollow Core Fiber
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Resolving the attosecond dynamics of the Kerr effect
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Introduction: time-frequency travel

Keeping ultrashort pulses ultrashort

Self-phase modulation – the enemy within

Mirror mirror

Producing circularly polarized pulses – a perfect circle

Focus
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Ubiquitous in experimental setups

We’ve seen that chirped-mirrors could induce strong dispersion

What about “regular” mirrors?

Why bother about mirrors?
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Getting the dispersion of metallic mirrors

The complex refractive index gives the complex reflection coefficients 
through Fresnel equations

The modulus square gives the reflectivity
The phase of sqrt(R)  gives the dephasing at reflection
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Silver mirror reflectivity and dephasing

The phase is not linear  GDD!→

Reflectivity Phase shift (rad)
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The phase is not linear  GDD!→

Getting the dispersion of metallic mirrors

The spectral phase is defined along the frequency / angular frequency / photon energy coordinate
Not the wavelength.
w=2pc/l  nonlinear mapping between → w and l

Reflectivity Phase shift (rad)
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Getting the dispersion of metallic mirrors

Now you can say: 
The phase is not linear  GDD!→

Reflectivity Phase shift (rad)

Ph
as

e 
sh

if
t 

(r
ad

)
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The Protected Silver mirror has a different reflectivity than the bare Ag mirror
(but you can’t really buy bare Ag mirrors)

Note the different reflectivity of S and P polarizations
Dip at 600 nm: scary. Probably means high dispersion.
Dispersion not provided by company.

Commercial Ag mirrors

From Ag Fresnel equations
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Ultrafast-enhanced silver mirrors
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Dielectric multilayer mirrors

68 bounces inside cavity

R=90%   → Cell transmission T=0.9^68=0.07%
R=95%   → T=3%
R=99%   → T=50%
R=99.5%→ T=71%
R=99.8%→ T=87%
R=99.9%→ T=93%

The bandwidth of dielectric mirrors can be a limitation in cavity postcompression
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More trouble: polarization state

The mirror reflectivity is defined for S and P polarizations

In general, you work with S or P polarization

The beam is polarized at the exit of the laser
It remains in the horizontal plane
It doesnt go through birefringent optics

 → OK
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More trouble: polarization state

The mirror reflectivity is defined for S and P polarizations

What if : 

You change beam height between 
two distant mirrors?

You may end up with a polarization state which is neither S or P 

You change beam height 
using a periscope?

You go through a non-linear crystal 
for frequency conversion?
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More trouble: polarization state

The mirror reflectivity is defined for S and P polarizations

Let us decompose the input beam along S and P directions

Different reflectivity  Rotation of the polarization angle→
Phase shift between the two components  Introduces some ellipticity in the laser field→
Different GDD between the two components  Complex temporal evolution of the beam polarization→

Can we calculate this? 
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More trouble: polarization state

We send a linearly polarized laser pulse to a set of 45° incidence silver mirror, in a horizontal plane
Mirror complex reflectivity calculated from Fresnel equations
We introduce an initial rotation of the polarization direction with respect to the vertical S polarization
We calculate the resulting pulse polarization, as a function of the number of bounces on mirrors.

See practical 1
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More trouble: polarization state

We send a linearly polarized laser pulse to a set of 45° incidence silver mirror, in a horizontal plane
Mirror complex reflectivity calculated from Fresnel equations
We introduce an initial rotation of the polarization direction with respect to the vertical S polarization
We calculate the resulting pulse polarization, as a function of the number of bounces on mirrors.

Input
30° off
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More trouble: polarization state

We send a linearly polarized laser pulse to a set of 45° incidence silver mirror, in a horizontal plane
Mirror complex reflectivity calculated from Fresnel equations
We introduce an initial rotation of the polarization direction with respect to the vertical S polarization
We calculate the resulting pulse polarization, as a function of the number of bounces on mirrors.

1 mirror

2 mirrors

Input
30° off

3 mirrors

6 mirrors
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More trouble: polarization state

We send a linearly polarized laser pulse to a set of 45° incidence silver mirror, in a horizontal plane
Mirror complex reflectivity calculated from Fresnel equations
We introduce an initial rotation of the polarization direction with respect to the vertical S polarization
We calculate the resulting pulse polarization, as a function of the number of bounces on mirrors.

1 mirror

2 mirrors

Input
3° off

3 mirrors

6 mirrors
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Controlling the polarization state of femto pulses

Many experiments require circularly polarized light, or well defined elliptical light 
Circular Dichroisms, attoclock...

In principle, polarization manipulation is easy: use wave plates

Decompose the field in two components in a birefringent crystal
They accumulate different phases

 → The resulting polarization is modified

Ex: Half Wave Plate
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Controlling the polarization state of femto pulses

The crystal thickness can be set to achieve a phase-shift of l/4 between the two components
 → Converts linear light into circular

First constraint : we want zero order waveplates
Multiple order quarter waveplate: introduces a delay of n.T

0
+T

0
/4

n=0  Zero-order quarter waveplate →

20fs pulse, zero order waveplate20fs pulse, multiple order wp with n=5

(can be useful for temporal shaping of polarization state, 
e.g. for polarization gating of attosecond pulse generation)
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Controlling the polarization state of femto pulses

The crystal thickness can be set to achieve a phase-shift of l/4 between the two components
 → Converts linear light into circular

First constraint : we want zero order waveplates
Multiple order quarter waveplate: introduces a delay of n.T

0
+T

0
/4

n=0  Zero-order quarter waveplate →

Technology: 
- Very thin polymer film (true zero order)
- Quartz: stack two crystals, for instance one introducing 5.T

0
+T

0
/4 and the other one -5.T

0

Second constraint: we sometimes need broadband waveplates
Impossible with a single dispersive birefringent medium (n

ordinary
 and n

extraordinary
 vary with l)

Use a combination of two media, with opposite dispersions: quartz and MgF
2

The bandwidth can be increased by increasing the complexity of the stacking
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Which quarter wave plate?

Zero order

Achromatic

Super achromatic
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Controlling the polarization state of femto pulses

Goal: produce an elliptical beam, and rotate the main axis of the ellipse during the acquisition 
(tomographic Velocity-Map Imaging)

Check: rotate polarizer  Record Malus’ law→
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Controlling the polarization state of femto pulses

Superachromatic waveplate
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Controlling the polarization state of femto pulses

Achromatic waveplate

A superachromatic waveplate is necessary for this experiment
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Polarization by reflections

Finding good waveplates can be difficult
In DUV-VUV-XUV  Very challenging→

Dispersion is not provided…

Phase-shifts introduced by metallic reflections can be an alternative solution
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Polarization by reflections

Calculation: reflection of a 5fs 400 nm pulse on Al mirrors: in the practical

1 mirror

2 mirrors

Input
30° off

3 mirrors

6 mirrors
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Polarization by reflections

Used as analysis QWP for synchrotron radiation

Used to convert linear atto pulses to circular
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Focusing femtosecond pulses

Most straightforward tool: lenses

But: 
Glass introduces GDD and SPM
The refractive index depends on wavelength  The focal length depends on wavelength→

chromatic aberration
+ spherical aberrations...
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Focusing femtosecond pulses

30 nm bandwidth pulse
Focused by f=50mm 
Aspheric lens

Chromatic aberration and GDD, 
GDD dominates
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Focusing femtosecond pulses

30 nm bandwidth pulse
Focused by f=50mm 
Achromatic Doublet lens

No chromatic aberration
GDD dominates
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Focusing femtosecond pulses

30 nm bandwidth pulse
Focused by f=50mm 
Plano-convex lens

Spherical aberration and GDD  dominates
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Focusing femtosecond pulses

30 nm bandwidth pulse
Focused by f=50mm 
Plano-convex lens
With chirp compensation

Pure effect of chromatic aberration
 → Pulse duration x 1.3 w/r Fourier Limit
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30 nm bandwidth pulse
with angular dispersion
Focused by f=25mm lens

Different colors sent to different angles
 → Spatial chirp at focus

Focusing femtosecond pulses

30 nm bandwidth pulse
with angular dispersion
Focused by f=25mm lens

Different colors sent to 
different angles

 → Spatial chirp at focus

Angular dispersion can be caused
by misaligned compressor 
or wedged components
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Focusing femtosecond pulses

30 nm bandwidth pulse
with angular dispersion
Focused by f=25mm lens

Different colors sent to 
different angles

 → Spatial chirp at focus

Angular dispersion causes pulse front tilt: the femtosecond pulse arrival time depends on space 

Generally detrimental, but can be useful – the attosecond lighthouse
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The attosecond lighthouse

Attosecond lighthouse: ultrafast wavefront rotation, 
sending consecutive attosecond bursts to different directions
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Focusing femtosecond pulses

Most straightforward tool: lenses
But: 
Glass introduces GVD and SPM
The refractive index depends on wavelength  The focal length depends on wavelength→

chromatic aberration

Spherical mirrors are broadly used
But: 
Astigmatism is an issue when the incidence angle is too large 

Off-axis parabola solve this issue
But: 
They are more difficult to align
(large incidence angles also destroy circular polarization...)
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Focusing femtosecond pulses

Many effects can degrade the pulse quality in an experiment
The most obvious issue is the increase of pulse duration 

We’ll see how to characterize this next course

Polarization issues and spatial inhomogeneities / space-time couplings can be tricky

In general one tries to avoid measuring stuff as long as things work
This can be risky and lead you to investigate artifacts believing they are interesting physics
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